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Introduction
Program evaluation is an indispensable endeavour for any learning innovativeness. It
must be a portion of the agenda of managing accomplishments.

There are numerous aims for assessing educational programs, which may not be jointly
exclusive. Liability to validate that the program is attaining its specified purposes is one
of the main commitments for evaluation. Outside organisations need valuation to keep
accreditation. Inner patrons also await that scholastic organisers undertake evaluation
to safeguard suitable use of inadequate funds.

Evaluation of learner achievements and program processes serves to guide change or
ongoing improvement efforts. Data collected from assessment of educational
accomplishments or interventions can be employed to created fresh information
regarding effectual practices and modernisms. Lessons absorbed can be distributed to
others who are deliberating or arranging comparable undertakings or interventions in
their programs.

The knowledge of medical students is assessed in numerous ways. Evaluation of these
assessments should follow best practice. We will discuss a few models applicable to
program evaluation.

Glassick’s Criteria 
Glassick’s criteria (Glassick et al, 1997) can be used for program evaluation which is important
for peer-reviewed journals

More freshly, Moore and colleagues (Moore et al, 2009) extended the Kirkpatrick model 
to specify individual levels of studying that represent the bottom three levels of Miller’s 
pyramid and better capture the impact of continuing medical education (CME) on 
physician functioning and patient outcomes the expanded framework was initiated 
within an intangible model for planning and evaluating continuing medical education 
programs.

Program Evaluation Models

Goal and Measure 
The goal and measure model commences with defining a restricted amount of goals 
(after measures). The evaluator lists a number of measures (quantitative and/or 
qualitative—during measures) that could be used for determining if the goals are met. 
Defining triumph is established on having the measures meet acceptable levels of 
performance as well as the course of development over time and complete 
presentation.

Kirkpatrick Model and Moore’s Framework 
The Kirkpatrick model (Kirkpatrick et al, 1967) defines program evaluation outcomes in 
one of four levels: Reaction, Learning, Behaviour, Results. Like the goal and 
measure model, the Kirkpatrick model was not intended for program assessment as 
such, but rather as a way to capture separate learner or combined learner 
performance.  

The literature has confirmed asymmetry in terms of the quality of papers concentrating 
on the lowermost Kirkpatrick level (reaction or satisfaction) as contrasting to higher-
level outcomes. Surely, gathering learner fulfilment is a significant measure of program 
evaluation, but it must not be narrowed to this outcome (necessary but not sufficient). 
Inadequacies of the Kirkpatrick model include a emphasis on outcomes without 
obviously incorporating the use of resources, prioritizing capacities, or united 
framework for assessment. 

CIPP Model 
The CIPP model (Stufflebeam et al, 1983) offers a methodical way 
of seeing numerous diverse characteristics of the curriculum 
progress process. 

Program Logic Model 
The program logic model (Kellogg Foundation, 2004) outlines how the organisation 
does its work and links both short and long term outcomes with the theoretical 
assumptions of the program 

Realist Evaluation Model 
Realist evaluation is a theory-driven appraisal that highlights the framework and 
methods that influence outcomes, rather than just the program outcomes, in looking for 
a greater clarification concerning how compound programs work. 
From a realist perspective, programs are viewed as complex interventions within an 
evolving social milieu. 
Realist evaluation promotes investigation, understanding, and explanation of the 
important processes, structures, contextual variables, and other (often unanticipated or 
unintended) factors that impact program outcomes. This is the strength. This model is 
knowledgeably challenging in that no direction or predefined rules exist to inform its 
conduct. 

Conclusion 
Evaluation of educational programs is a principal accountability of the leads of those 
curriculums. Comprehensive assessment allows educational programs to meet the 
requirements and necessities of innumerable patrons, comprising funders and 
accreditors, to pilot constant development works and to help the growth of the evidence 
base on medical education exercises. Different prototypes and approaches are existing 
to support evaluators, who are recommended to practise the highest suitable elements 
from between diverse models in a paired and paramount way to meet their 
requirements.

Creation of a first-rate assessment plan starts with a well-defined explanation of the 
objects of the evaluation and commitment of participants who have an importance in 
safeguarding the triumph of the educational program. In supplement to using from the 
numerous models to achieve their evaluation aims, evaluators should embrace a 
variety of structural, process, and outcome methods to grow a complete understanding 
of the program, involving the degree to which it is achieving its targets and in what way 
the agenda can be enriched. Conclusively, it is significant for assessors to close the 
loop on the practises by delivering precise, complete, and actionable comment and 
feedback to the scholastic program leaders.


